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had to lead to the success of this new type of cement.
On the first of July, 1952, the public limited
company ‘Le Purdociment’ was opened (Fig. 1).
Soon, it became clear that the production capacity of
the factory was too limited to get a positive turnover.
Though sales kept rising, 3 years after the opening,
‘Le Purdociment’ had only a sales number of 375 tons
a month, while a sales number of 600 tons was needed
to reach the break-even point.
The existence of this new type of cement and the
plans to expand its production worried the existing
cement manufacturers. In 1956, SOFINA, the main
shareholder of ‘Le Purdociment’ received an offer of
10,000,000 BEF (corresponding to *250,000 euro)
from CIMBEL (an association which defended the
interests of the Belgian cement manufacturers) to stop

In comparison to Portland cement (PC), all these
cements were still slow hardening [5].
Purdon developed a slag cement with high early
strength. He discovered that blast-furnace slag can be
activated more intensely by adding caustic alkalis such
as NaOH or KOH [4] than by adding lime or Portland
clinker. Caustic alkalis can be added directly to the
cement or NaOH can be formed at the moment of
cement wetting. This is done by adding chemicals,
such as Na2CO3 and Ca(OH)2, to the cement to form
NaOH (Eq. (1)). Also other chemicals such as Na2SO4
could be used as a substitute for Na2CO3 [5].
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Motivation of the problem
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AAB

•Control the fresh properties
•Measure the interaction forces
•Study polymers compatibility
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Materials
Calcite

• CaCO3
• 70 nm particles
• ϕ =5-30%
Weak long-range
attraction
Liberto et al. JCIS (2019)
Liberto et al. Soft Matter (2017)
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AAB

• 91.5% GGBS*, 5%Ca(OH)2, 3.5% Na2CO3 • CEM I 52.5 R
• μm particles
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• ϕ =41-53% (w/c 0.5-0.3)
• ϕ =39-51% (w/c 0.5-0.3)

?
Purdociment 1955
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Strong short-range
attraction
Jönsson et al. Langmuir (2005)

* GGBS: Ground granulated blast-furnace slag: CaO (30-50%), SiO2 (28-38%), Al2O3 (8-24%), and MgO (1-18%)
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Take home message(s)

Oscillatory rheometry can give hints on particle cohesiveness
The deformation mechanism depends on both concentration and interaction
AAB are intermediate between cement and calcite suspensions
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Oscillatory Rheology

Calcite, ϕ=20%

Elastic regime:
G’>G’’

Liberto et al. Soft Matter (2017)

Flow regime:
G’≃G”
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Oscillatory Rheology

G’lin
Calcite, ϕ=20%

𝛾cr

Elastic regime:
G’>G’’

Flow regime:
G’≃G”

Δϕ
Liberto et al. Soft Matter (2017)
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Calcite
nano-particles
long range weak attraction

μ-particles
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?
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Calcite
nano-particles
long range weak attraction

MODEL —> Shih et al. 1990
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?
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Calcite

Fractal structure at rest

Shih et al. PRA (1990)

Liberto et al. Soft Matter (2017)
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Calcite

Fractal structure at rest

G’lin ∝ ɸ A

𝛾cr ∝ ɸ B
Liberto et al. Soft Matter (2017)

•Interfloc links
•Floc rigidity
•Concentration

Shih et al. PRA (1990)
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Calcite

Fractal structure at rest
A = 4/(3-df)

A = 1/(3-df)

G’lin ∝ ɸ A

B = -2/(3-df)

B = 1/(3-df)

𝛾cr ∝ ɸ B
Liberto et al. Soft Matter (2017)

Rigid floc

Deformable floc

ɸ
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Calcite

Fractal structure under shear
A = 4/(3-df)

A = 1/(3-df)

G’lin ∝ ɸ A

𝜏

B = -2/(3-df)
df ≃2.2
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Fractal structure under shear
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Cement

ɸ

AAB
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Cement

df ≃2.71

Rigid floc
ɸ

AAB

df ≃2.73

df ≃2.75

Deformable floc

Rigid floc

ɸ
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Small oscillation = system at rest!
Calcite
nano-particles
long range weak attraction

μ-particles
short range strong attraction
short range (less) strong attraction
AAB
Cement
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Take home message(s)

Oscillatory rheometry can give hints on particle cohesiveness
The deformation mechanism depends on both concentration and interaction
AAB are intermediate between cement and calcite suspensions
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Perspectives

Flow rheological measurements
Chemical analysis
Microscopical measurements (i.e. AFM)
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had to lead to the success of this new type of cement.
On the first of July, 1952, the public limited
company ‘Le Purdociment’ was opened (Fig. 1).
Soon, it became clear that the production capacity of
the factory was too limited to get a positive turnover.
Though sales kept rising, 3 years after the opening,
‘Le Purdociment’ had only a sales number of 375 tons
a month, while a sales number of 600 tons was needed
to reach the break-even point.
The existence of this new type of cement and the
plans to expand its production worried the existing
cement manufacturers. In 1956, SOFINA, the main
shareholder of ‘Le Purdociment’ received an offer of
10,000,000 BEF (corresponding to *250,000 euro)
from CIMBEL (an association which defended the
interests of the Belgian cement manufacturers) to stop

In comparison to Portland cement (PC), all these
cements were still slow hardening [5].
Purdon developed a slag cement with high early
strength. He discovered that blast-furnace slag can be
activated more intensely by adding caustic alkalis such
as NaOH or KOH [4] than by adding lime or Portland
clinker. Caustic alkalis can be added directly to the
cement or NaOH can be formed at the moment of
cement wetting. This is done by adding chemicals,
such as Na2CO3 and Ca(OH)2, to the cement to form
NaOH (Eq. (1)). Also other chemicals such as Na2SO4
could be used as a substitute for Na2CO3 [5].
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ELASTICITY AND YIELDING OF PURE CALCITE PASTE : Discussion

Elasticity of fractal gels

Shih et al. PRA (1990)
Low ɸ
STRONG LINK

↑ξ
↓ Kξ

floc size

ξ∼

1
(3−d f )

1
Kξ ∝
ξ

fractal dimension

↓ξ

WEAK LINK

φ
floc rigidity

High ɸ

1

↑ Kξ
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Elasticity of fractal gels
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Shih 1990
floc size
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x backbone fractal dimension
floc rigidity
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Shih et al., PRA (1990)

ELASTICITY AND YIELDING OF PURE CALCITE PASTE : Discussion

df = fractal dimension

a

A = 1/(3-df)

𝛾cr ∝ ɸ B

b

A = 4/(3-df)
B = -2/(3-df)

G’lin ∝ ɸ

B = 1/(3-df)

A

Buscall et al., J. Chem. Soc. (1988)

ɸb ∼ ɸ0 (ξ /a)-(3-df)

c

df ≃2.2

df ≃2.6

ξ ∼ 2 μm

ξ ∼ 0.5 μm

STRONG LINK

WEAK LINK

ɸ
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